Effective use of the
Primary PE and
Sports Premium

It is important that your grant is used effectively and based on school need. The Education Inspection Framework
(Ofsted 2019 p64) makes clear there will be a focus on ‘whether leaders and those responsible for governors all
understand their respective roles and perform these in a way that enhances the effectiveness of the school’.
Under the Quality of Education criteria (p41) inspectors consider the extent to which schools can articulate
their curriculum (INTENT), construct their curriculum (IMPLEMENTATION) and demonstrate the outcomes
which result (IMPACT).
To assist schools with common transferable language this template has been developed to utilise the same
three headings which should make your plans easily transferable between working documents.
Schools must use the funding to make additional and sustainable improvements to the quality of
Physical Education, School Sport and Physical Activity (PESSPA) they offer. This means that you should
use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to:
•
•

Develop or add to the PESSPA activities that your school already offer
Build capacity and capability within the school to ensure that improvements made now will
benefit pupils joining the school in future years
Please visit gov.uk for the revised DfE guidance including the 5 key indicators across which
schools should demonstrate an improvement. This document will help you to review your
provision and to report your spend. DfE encourages schools to use this template as an
effective way of meeting the reporting requirements of the Primary PE and Sport Premium.
We recommend you start by reflecting on the impact of current provision and reviewing the
previous spend.
Schools are required to publish details of how they spend this funding as well as on the
impact it has on pupils’ PE and sport participation and attainment by the end of the
summer term or by 31st July 2020 at the latest.
We recommend regularly updating the table and publishing it on your website
throughout the year. This evidences your ongoing self-evaluation of how you are
using the funding to secure maximum, sustainable impact. Final copy must be
posted on your website by the end of the academic year and no later than the
31st July 2020. To see an example of how to complete the table please click HERE.

Support for review and reflection - considering the 5 key indicators from DfE, what development needs are a priority for your setting and your
pupils now and why? Use the space below to reflect on previous spend and key achievements and areas for development.

Key achievements to date until July 2020:













Areas for further improvement and baseline evidence of need:

Maintained Gold School Games Mark
Utilised Freestyle Curriculum Solutions to provide a range of daily
lunchtime activities for all key stages.
The profile of PE and sport has been raised across the school as a tool
for whole-school improvement using Teach Active
Whole school involved in range of inter- school and intra-school
sporting competitions, for a variety of different sports activities, which
is open to all groups of pupils.
Consistent delivery of PE and sport- 2 hours of PE a week, plus an
additional 30 minutes activity.
Daily circuits, using a variety of activities, aimed at improving
concentration levels in identified pupils.
Leadership opportunities for KS2 children to plan, organise and deliver
sports across the year groups.
Training given to PE lead to deliver gymnastics and dodgeball in order
to compete in competitions
Provided an introduction for KS2 pupils to participate in a new sport –
fencing
Participation in Junior Strictly Competition
Well established and well attended football & basketball clubs within
school
Tennis coaching provided and annual school competition at outside
provider facility
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Aim to achieve Platinum School Games Mark.
Revised whole school plan for PE – ensuring pupils are practised and
able to compete in inter- school events at a competitive level.
Sustain high participation in sporting activities and structured play at
lunchtimes by continuing to utilise Freestyle Curriculum Solutions.
Developing quality club links with clubs in the community and local
area.
Improve dance across the school using dedicated staff.
Maintain the profile of PE and sport across the school to ensure that
the daily 30 minutes activity is cross-curricular.
Improve the delivery of high-quality PE across the school by
undertaking training in given areas.
Aim to deliver 100% pupils able to swim by end Year 6.
We will continue to use and develop the MUGA in order to provide a
quality programme of sports and games across all cohorts.
We aim to replace the climbing equipment on the field to provide a
better, safer provision.
Lessons planned to show progression of skills from each year group to
ensure development is clear.
Look to training members of staff to drive a minibus so that we can
transport children to and from venues using the cluster secondary
school bus.
Liaise with other cluster schools, where possible, to share the cost of
transport

Meeting national curriculum requirements for swimming and water safety.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort swim competently, confidently and proficiently over a
distance of at least 25 metres?
N.B. Even though your pupils may swim in another year please report on their attainment on leaving
primary school at the end of the summer term 2020.
What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort use a range of strokes effectively [for example, front crawl,
backstroke and breaststroke]?

83%

86%

What percentage of your current Year 6 cohort perform safe self-rescue in different water-based situations? 83%

Schools can choose to use the Primary PE and Sport Premium to provide additional provision for swimming
but this must be for activity over and above the national curriculum requirements. Have you used it in this
way?
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No
Swimming is currently provided
for every year group in KS2.

Action Plan and Budget Tracking
Capture your intended annual spend against the 5 key indicators. Clarify the success criteria and
evidence of impact that you intend to measure to evaluate for pupils today and for the future.

Academic Year: 2019/20

Total fund allocated: £16,000

Date Updated: June 2020

Key indicator 1: The engagement of all pupils in regular physical activity – Chief Medical
Officer guidelines recommend that primary school pupils undertake at least 30 minutes of
physical activity a day in school
Intent

Implementation

School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve:
impact on pupil
Encouraging active play during
break times and lunchtimes, with
the added focus of providing
targeted activities or support to
involve and encourage the least
active children

Utilise Freestyle Curriculum
Solutions for daily lunchtime
sporting activities

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Impact
Funding
allocated:
£3,290 (21%)

Evidence of impact

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

More physical activity built into Continue to utilise Freestyle
the school day for all pupils so Curriculum Solutions.
all children active for the
recommended 30mins/day

Establishing, extending or funding
attendance of school sport clubs
and activities and holiday clubs, or
broadening the variety offered

Continue to provide a wide range £2500 (16%)
of clubs to interest pupils –
breakfast; tennis; dance; football;
multi-skills; gymnastics; dodgeball;
fencing;

Pupils enjoy taking part in range Continue to seek opportunities
of outdoor activities and are
for pupils to experience a wide
inspired to take part in range of range of new activities.
activities

Ensure the equipment is engaging
and fit for use, to ensure a broad
range of sports are available, in
order that the least active children
are still encouraged to join in.

Equipment – balls & bean bags
Stickers for sports day
Football net
Netballs
Hockey balls
Cones
goal

More children able to
participate in a wider range of
sports delivered by staff thus
engaging the majority of pupils
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£600 (4%)

Teachers & pupils confident in
pursuing wide range of sports
in the knowledge that the
equipment is available and fit
for purpose

Focus on the use of the multi-use
games area for all pupils

Raising attainment in primary

school swimming to meet
requirements of the national
curriculum before the end of key
stage 2. Every child should leave
primary school able to swim

Continue to use and develop the
MUGA in order to provide a quality
programme of sports and games.
Ensure timetabled use of the
MUGA during whole school day
including lunch breaks

£1500 (9%)
to ensure
surface
maintained

Provide swimming lesson to all KS2 Funded part
children
parents part
other budget

MUGA being used daily at
Continue to develop provision
lunchtimes, playtimes and for and use for maximum impact
sports provision during lessons on sport and PE activities and
and after school.
skill development
Year-round facility means that
100% of pupils can take part in
multi-skills and outdoor and
adventurous activities and
sports, whatever the weather.
Children complete targets set by Continued provision of
instructor and are awarded
swimming lesson for all KS2
certificates based on completion children
of activities
See grid at start

Key indicator 2: The profile of PESSPA being raised across the school as a tool for whole
school improvement
Intent

Implementation

School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve
impact on pupil
To engage and celebrate the pupils’ Promote school sports via school
sporting participation and
website, twitter account and
successes.
weekly newsletter
Announce achievements during
Celebration Assembly each week
Sports Achievement Display Board
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Percentage of total allocation:
%

Impact
Funding
allocated:
Nil

Evidence of impact

Sustainability and suggested
next steps:

Inclusion of wide range of
Continued promotion of
sporting achievements
individual and team
highlights significance the school achievements and
places on PE
participation in sporting
activities

Teach pupils the importance of
healthy eating and how this could
impact on their ability to undertake
regular physical exercise and live
healthy lives

Provide healthy eating workshops Included in
using an outside provider.
other funding

Dedicated assemblies to explain
holistic approach to a healthy
lifestyle – eating/ exercise/
mindfulness
Embedding physical activity into
Participating in national walk-tothe school day through active travel school week
to and from school, active break
times and active lessons and
teaching

Teach Active / Maths of the Day
used by all teachers

£600 (4%)

See also KI 1: Freestyle Curriculum Costs detailed
Solutions during lunch breaks
in KI 1
Encouraging pupils to take on
Provide opportunities for pupils to Nil
leadership or volunteer roles that
feel confident in developing their
support sport and physical activity leadership qualities- in particular
within the school (such as ‘sport
year 4 & 5 and targeting least
leader’ or peer-mentoring schemes) active children
Training delivered by SSCO

Profile of PE and sport and its
Athlete for the day
effects is raised across the school as
a tool for whole-school
improvement
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£695 (4%)

Healthy lunchboxes and an
Ensure only healthy eating
understanding of how food
choices available as snacks
provides energy to maintain an provided from home or
active lifestyle
available to buy from the
snack shack

Increased take-up in event and
daily questionnaire completed
to monitor number of students
who participate

Regularly encourage parents
to walk-to-school where
possible to improve health and
well being of pupils and reduce
pollution

Improved concentration
reported by teachers through
lesson observations

Staff equipped with
knowledge and resources to
continue to build in short
bursts of physical activity.

Lunchtime play leaders plan,
organise and deliver sports
across the year groups. Training
delivered by SSCO

Continue with this training to
ensure the constant
development and cooperation
of pupils.

Young Leaders have become
positive role models for their
peers and others. Promote
activity in a structured way
Olympic athlete to lead an
Look to getting inspirational
assembly – discussing rise to
sports men & women to come
sporting achievement followed into school
by class workshops

Key indicator 3: Increased confidence, knowledge and skills of all staff in teaching PE and
sport
Intent

Implementation

School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve
impact on pupil

Funding
allocated

Teachers to work alongside tennis
coach to develop knowledge &
confidence in delivering provision

Evidence of impact

Developed and progressed to
using Freestyle Curriculum
Provisions to maintain this
provision

Tennis taught during summer
term for all pupils

Before-school tennis club
offered to continue
improvement of skills

Buy into Wollaston School cluster £2050 (13%) Teachers have access to high
to provide SSCO
quality CPD from a specialist.
Establish adults who would
benefit from extra peer on peer
Pupils receive a range of highwork in the delivery of PE.
quality lessons in PE, sport and
SSCO to train staff in curriculum
healthy / active lifestyles
skills (gymnastics, dodgeball)

PE subject lead to improve
knowledge of delivering subject

Attendance on 1-day course

£99 (1%)

Sustainability and suggested
next steps

Lunchtime provision to engage all
pupils in activities to comply with
30min daily physical activity –
during term 1

Providing staff with professional
development, mentoring, training
and resources to help them teach PE
and sport more effectively to all
pupils, and embed physical activity
across your school
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%

Impact

Hiring qualified sports coaches to
Use funding to employ a PE coach £586 (4%)
work alongside teachers to enhance across the school.
or extend current opportunities.
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Percentage of total allocation:

Made aware of how to get
children active across the
curriculum and include in core
subjects

Yearly buy-in
Linked to the equipment
bought, we are able to
provide lessons in preparation
for the competitions and
tailor our provision to the
school timetable.
Look at next stage CPD

Key indicator 4: Broader experience of a range of sports and activities offered to all pupils
Intent

Implementation

School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve
impact on pupil

Impact
Funding
allocated

Introducing new sports and physical Junior Strictly Come Dancing for
activities (such as dance, yoga or
year ¾
fitness sessions) to encourage more
pupils to take up sport and physical
activities

£200 (1%)
extra training
and costumes

Bikeability training offered to
year 5 & 6 – limited to 24 children

Outside instructor to complete
bikeability training

Funded by
parents

Providing more (or broadening the
variety of) extra-curricular
activities after school in the 3 to
6pm window, delivered by the
school or other local sport
organisations

Taster sessions organised
throughout the school year for
clubs to encourage pupils to
participate
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Percentage of total allocation:
%

Evidence of impact

Sustainability and suggested
next steps

Children to participate in
Try to widen interest in event
competition at Derngate Theatre across UKS2 pupils and staff
against schools from across the
county
Look to employ a dedicated
dance instructor to ensure
each year groups has a min of
one term dance with an
opportunity to showcase
dance at school events
13xYear 5 plus 11xYear 6 pupils Look to fund this provision for
offered this programme.
year 3/4 children year
Demonstrated greater confidence 2020/21 to promote cycling as
and road safety.
a way in which to maintain an
active lifestyle in line with
HBPE model
Afterschool clubs:
Dodgeball
Hotshots
Gymnastics
Fencing
Dance
Tennis

Clubs continually promoted
within school using flyers,
taster sessions, competitions,
award recognition

Sensory circuits, using a variety of
activities, aimed at improving
concentration levels in identified
pupils.
Promote use of outdoor areas
(including gym area specifically for
UKS2 pupils) and ensuring surfaces
and equipment are fit for purpose
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Staff rota to deliver 20min active Alternative
session aimed at either
funding
stimulating or calming small
groups of pupils identified by class
teacher
Allow ‘brain breaks’ when need
identified by class teacher and
use short burst breaks on
equipment to facilitate
concentration.

Increased level of concentration Continue to use these skills to
as assessed by teaching staff
promote activity within the
curriculum
Facility used regularly by all year
groups (gym equipment under
Links with discussion on
strict guidance)
healthy eating during PSHE
Ensure staff rota to monitor
and encouraging
access of facilities during lunch (I could put this
cardiovascular activities in
breaks.
figure in KI:5 if I
order to achieve positive
need to, for
lifestyle
Provide activities in zoned areas operating clubs)
outside thus utilising the whole
outside space effectively
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£2000 (13%)
to maintain
safety on
outside area –
surface and
equipment

Identified pupils are more
Ensure equipment maintained
responsive during core curriculum and staff rota refreshed
lessons and engaged in work with
less disruptive behaviours
exhibited

Key indicator 5: Increased participation in competitive sport

Percentage of total allocation:
%

Intent

Implementation

School focus with clarity on intended Actions to achieve
impact on pupil

Impact
Funding
allocated

Organising, coordinating or
Participation in NCC festivals &
£445 (3%)
entering more sport competitions or WAEN events
tournaments within the school or
£260 (2%)
across the local area, including
SSCO to organise inter- school
transport costs
those run by sporting organisations events – Woolaston School cluster for various
festivals
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Sustainability and suggested
next steps

Opportunities to compete at
Level 2 games:
Multi-skills KS1
Athletics Y5/6
New Age Kurling KS1 & KS2
Football Y4/5 & Y5/6
Dodgeball Y4
Quicksticks Y3/4
Netball Y5/6
Mini tennis Y3/4
Rounders Y5/6
Cricket Y5/6
Level 3 games:
Tri-golf Y3/4

Continue membership and
yearly buy-in

Organise intra-school events using
Play Leaders

Sports Day KS1 & 2

Promotion of Sports Day in
School Assemblies and
practise during PE lessons

Whole school tennis tournament £210 (1%)
at outside provider venue
transport

Embedding the skills learnt
Offering a tennis club before
through coaching by providing an school to pupils from all
intra- school event and promoting Key stages
accessibility of tennis

Increasing pupils’ participation in the
School Games

Tennis Tournament

Evidence of impact
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Next year, look to train staff
to drive a mini-bus which
would enable us to reduce
transport costs and
subsequently enter more
tournaments
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Date:
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